The Southern Colonies

As you read about the Southern Colonies pgs 73.-77, use the diagram below to take notes on the CAUSES and EFFECTS of the use of enslaved Africans in the South.

The Southern Colonies pgs73-77:
What crops were an important part of the economy of the Southern Colonies?

Virginia & Maryland pg73:
Men & Women who signed contracts to pay for their passage to the America’s were called what?

Enslaved People in the colonies: (chart)
In about what year did the South begin relying on slavery in a much larger way than the North?
**Founding Maryland pg74:**
Why did George Calvert establish the colony of Maryland?

**Rebellion in Virginia pg75:**
Explain Bacon’s Rebellion using a cause & effect chart below

**The Carolinas & Georgia pg76:**
How was the land broken up in the Carolina’s?

**Two Carolinas pg76 & 77:**
What is indigo?

**Georgia pg77:**
Who was James Oglethorpe, and what did he do for Georgia?